Workstation Configuration Affects Upper Extremity Posture/Muscle Load and their Dynamic Range during Computer Mouse Use
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Learning Objectives: Participants will be able to 1) discuss the impact of non-optimal computer workstation on female users in terms of should posture; 2) discuss the impact of non-optimal computer workstation on female users in terms of muscle load; 3) describe different postures users adapt while using a sitting computer workstation compared to a standing computer workstation; and to 4) describe different muscle load patterns users adapt while using a sitting computer workstation compared to a standing computer workstation.
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Learning Objectives: TBD

Sponsored by the Harvard-NIOSH Education and Research Center (T42 OH008416), the Environmental and Occupational Medicine and Epidemiology Program, the Harvard-NIEHS Center for Environmental Health (P30 ES00002), the Department of Environmental Health, and funded in part by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

This program is sponsored by the Harvard School of Public Health. The Harvard School of Public Health is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians. The Harvard School of Public Health takes responsibility for the content, quality, and scientific integrity of this CME activity.

The Harvard School of Public Health designates this educational activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA category 1 credit™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

All are welcome to attend. ♦ Light lunch and drinks available or bring your own.